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HEADBOARDS

If your client has a bespoke shape or size in mind that they would like, send us a drawing, an image or 
template and we can organise a quote. Let us know if you need help working through the design.

When helping your client to choose their fabric or trimmings, please bear in mind that not all of them are well 
behaved and will do what you want them to, there may be limitations with what we can achieve! If we receive 
a fabric that experience tells us will not be suitable for the intended purpose, we will advise you so that you 

can revert to your client.  If in any doubt at all, please feel free to get in touch prior to ordering  
up your fabric!

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Headboards are upholstered pieces of furniture and as such any fabrics used in their 
manufacture MUST meet the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire & Safety) 1988 regulations.  

Any fabric supplied to us that is NOT made up of at least 75% natural fibres (cotton, linen, viscose, modal, 
silk, wool) MUST be Fire Retardant (FR) treated.

All sizes are approximate.

WE’RE THRILLED TO BE RENOWNED FOR OUR CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE.

STANDARD DESIGNS

Disclaimer: Images above are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t an exact shape or size offered.

Campion Balliol Lincoln Magdalen Nuffield

Merton Queens Pembroke Trinity Oriel



PELMETS

 If your client has a bespoke shape or size in mind that they would like, send us a drawing, an image or 
template and we can organise a quote. Let us know if you need help working through the design.

When helping your client to choose their fabric or trimmings, please bear in mind that not all of them are well 
behaved and will do what you want them to, there may be limitations with what we can achieve! If we receive 
a fabric that experience tells us will not be suitable for the intended purpose, we will advise you so that you 

can revert to your client.  If in any doubt at all, please feel free to get in touch prior to ordering up  
your fabric!

All sizes are approximate.

STANDARD DESIGNS

Disclaimer: Images above are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t an exact shape or size offered.
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Picture supplied by kind courtesy of Hope & Ted Interiors, 
Chichester



PELMETS
(Upholstered in customer’s own fabric)

‘HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR “PELMET ONLY” PRICE’

A

B
C

Prices are based on the face length and any return lengths combined (A + B + C).

We want to get your designs exactly right so we’re relying on you to carefully measure your 
exact trackboard length (A) and any return lengths (B & C). Over to you, guys!

PELMET ONLY

STRAIGHT DESIGN SHAPED DESIGN

PELMET OPTIONAL FINISHES

PIPED TOP OR 
BOTTOM EDGE

5CM BORDER, 
TOP OR BOTTOM

2 ROWS OF 
STUDS



COMPONENT PACKS
(The ‘do it yourself’ option!)

If you’re confident and enjoy making up your own headboards and pelmets but don’t want the financial 
outlay of buying material in bulk in order to keep the costs down, we can supply you with all the 

component parts that you’ll need to be able to upholster a piece yourself!

PELMET HEADBOARD

HEADBOARD COMPONENT PACKS
(Our headboard component packs really couldn’t be easier)

We can supply you with all the necessary elements for a headboard cut to your chosen dimensions and shape; all you 
have to do is the upholstery.  Just choose from any one of our standard shapes or alternatively let us have any design, 

drawing or template to work from and we will cut it to suit.

For the creative amongst you, our component packs are the perfect way to get a professional finish at a reduced cost.  
Because we buy in bulk and have the space to store our materials, we can ‘pay it forward’ and pass on our trade saving 

to you in the form of a custom made ‘ready to go’ pack.

OUR HEADBOARD COMPONENT PACKS CONSIST OF: 

A lightweight panel cut to your specified shape and size

Foam padding cut to fit the panel

A piece of Woolsafe Schedule 3/Crib 5 FR Interliner (compliant with Fire and Safety regulations)

A piece of black base cloth to complete the reverse

Either bed or wall fixings – machine nut and bolt fixings



OUR PELMET COMPONENT PACKS CONSIST OF:

A lightweight board cut to your specified shape and size

Machined pelmet returns

Foam padding cut to size

Velcro adhesive backing panel to neatly finish the reverse side of the pelmet

PELMET COMPONENT PACKS 
(Our pelmet component packs are a fantastic do it yourself option) 

So what’s the deal? We do the legwork and cut everything to your size and spec, and then you finish the job in your own 
workroom. Choose from one of our standard shaped pelmets or give us your design to work from. 

Our component packs are a cost-effective way to get high-end furniture. We can bulk-buy materials and give you the 
benefit of our trade saving, because we’re nice like that!

‘HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR “PELMET ONLY” PRICE’

A

B
C

Prices are based on the face length and any return lengths combined (A + B + C).

We want to get your designs exactly right so we’re relying on you to carefully measure your 
exact trackboard length (A) and any return lengths (B & C). Over to you, guys!

STANDARD DESIGNS

Disclaimer: Images above are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t an exact shape or size offered.

Campion Balliol Lincoln Magdalen Nuffield

Merton Queens Pembroke Trinity Oriel



PELMET COMPONENT PACK PRICES
(All the essentials to upholster a piece yourself)

If you have a bespoke shape or size that you’d like, send us a drawing or template and we can give you a 
quote. Let us know if you need help working through your design.

All sizes are approximate.

YOUR TRACKBOARD

A

Prices are based on the face length and any return lengths combined (A + B + C).

We want to get your designs exactly right so we’re relying on you to carefully measure your 
exact trackboard length (A) and any return lengths (B & C). Over to you, guys!
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STANDARD DESIGNS

Disclaimer: Images above are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t an exact shape or size offered.
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When helping your client to choose their fabric or trimmings please bear in mind that not all of them are well 
behaved and will do what you want them to, there may be limitations with what we can achieve! If we receive 
a fabric that experience tells us will not be suitable for the intended purpose, we will advise you so that you 

can revert to your client.  If in any doubt at all, please feel free to get in touch prior to ordering up  
your fabric!

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Ottomans are upholstered pieces of furniture and as such any fabrics used in their 
manufacture MUST meet the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire & Safety) 1988 regulations. Any fabric supplied 
to us that is NOT made up of at least 75% natural fibres (cotton, linen, viscose, modal, silk, wool) MUST be 

Fire Retardant (FR) treated.

(All prices are exclusive of VAT, please refer to page 16 for delivery charges)

All sizes are approximate.




